HOW CAN I BE INVOLVED?

IF YOU ARE A DOCTOR, NURSE OR MEMBER OF THE EMERGENCY SERVICES... THE VOCAL-MEDICAL RESOURCE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE FIRST PHYSICAL EXAMINATION OF PATIENTS WHOSE LANGUAGE YOU MAY NOT SPEAK – AND SAVE Precious TIME WAITING FOR AN INTERPRETER.

IF YOU ARE A MANAGER OR HAVE RESPONSIBILITY FOR HUMAN RESOURCES OR TRAINING IN THE MEDICAL SECTOR... THE VOCAL-MEDICAL RESOURCE WILL HELP CLINICAL AND NON-CLINICAL STAFF OVERCOME LANGUAGE AND CULTURAL BARRIERS IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS.

IF YOU ARE A LANGUAGE TEACHER OR TRAINER... YOU CAN USE THE VOCAL-MEDICAL RESOURCES TO CONTEXTUALISE YOUR TEACHING OR TO PROVIDE THE CORRECT TRANSLATIONS OF MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY NEEDED BY LEARNERS.

IF YOU CAN HELP US CONTACT ANY OF THE ABOVE... PLEASE PASS ON INFORMATION ABOUT THE VOCAL-MEDICAL PROJECT.

WHATEVER YOUR INTEREST, PLEASE CONTACT US TO RECEIVE UPDATES ABOUT THE PROJECT.

WWW.VOCAL-MEDICAL.EU


PROJECT PARTNERS

IRELAND
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, TRALEE (ITT)
KRISTIN BROGAN (LEAD PROJECT PARTNER)
KRISTIN.BROGAN@STAFF.ITRALEE.IE
CATRINA HEFFERNAN
CATRINA.HEFFERNAN@STAFF.ITRALEE.IE
THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEONS IN IRELAND
HELEN KELLY - HELENKELLY@RCSI.IE

BELGIUM
THOMAS MORE KEMPEN
JEF ADRIAENSSENS - JEF.ADRIAENSSENS@THOMASMORE.BE

BULGARIA
PARAHILOendarSKI UNIVERSITY OF PLOVDIV
JULIANA CHAKAROVA - JCHAKAROVA@YAHOO.COM

GERMANY
ASSIST GMBH
GARY THOMAS - THOMAS@ASSIST-GMBH.EU
LEONARDO OFFICE SAXONY-ANHALT
ANGELA WITTKAMP - ANGELA.WITTKAMP@OVGU.DE

LITHUANIA
KAUNAS UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
JURATE BANYTE - JURATE.BANYTE@KUTL.T

POLAND
DANMAR COMPUTERS MALGORZATA MIKOŁAŻ
ŁUKASZ KŁAPA - L.KŁAPA@DANMAR-COMPUTERS.COM.PL
FONDATION INSTITUTE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
EWELINA FISZT - BIURO.FIRMY@GMAIL.COM

SLOVAKIA
NATIONAL EMERGENCY CENTER OF THE SLOVAK REPUBLIC
EVA HAVELKOVÁ
EVA.HAVELKOVÁ@EMERGENCY-SLOVAKIA.SK
SLOVAK UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY IN BRATISLAVA
DAGMAR SPILDOVA - DAGMAR.SPILDOVA@STUBA.SK

SLOVENIA
SREDNJA SOLA ZA GOSTINSTVO IN TURIZEM CELJE
VID BURNIK - VID.BURNIK@SSST.SI

TURKEY
MESLEKVE TEKNİK ÖĞRETMİSİ GE LiSTRİME DERNEĞİ
ŞABAN BİRK - ŞABANBİRK@GMAIL.COM

UK
ALCANTARA COMMUNICATIONS LLP
TERESA TINSLEY - TERESA.TINSLEY@GMAIL.COM

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT ANY OF THE PROJECT PARTNERS
THE VOCAL-MEDICAL PROJECT WILL PRODUCE TRAINING MATERIALS AND A TOOL TO SUPPORT COMMUNICATION IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS WHERE THERE IS NO COMMON LANGUAGE AND/OR A NEED TO BRIDGE CULTURAL GAPS BETWEEN DIFFERENT HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS.

WHAT?

- WEB-BASED MULTILINGUAL RESOURCE FOR SMARTPHONE, TABLET OR PC
- BILINGUAL TRAINING MODULES AVAILABLE ONLINE (ENGLISH + 8 LANGUAGES)
- INTERCULTURAL TRAINING MODULES
- TECHNICAL LANGUAGE FOCUSED ON REAL-LIFE SITUATIONS
- BACKGROUND CULTURAL INFORMATION ON THE MEDICAL SECTOR IN EACH COUNTRY
- INTERACTIVE AND EASY TO USE – VIRTUAL TOURS

WHICH LANGUAGES?

THE VOCAL-MEDICAL RESOURCE COVERS THE FOLLOWING LANGUAGES - WITH ENGLISH:

- BULGARIAN
- DUTCH
- GERMAN
- LITHUANIAN
- POLISH
- SLOVAK
- SLOVENIAN
- TURKISH

WHY?

GOOD COMMUNICATION IS ESSENTIAL IN THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR, WHERE IT CAN LITERALLY MAKE THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH.

INCREASED MOBILITY AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE MEAN THAT MORE AND MORE HEALTHCARE SITUATIONS INVOLVE PEOPLE WHO DO NOT SHARE A COMMON LANGUAGE OR CULTURAL BACKGROUND.

THE PROJECT AIDS TO BRIDGE THIS LANGUAGE GAP BY PROVIDING LANGUAGE TRAINING MATERIALS AND A TRANSLATION SUPPORT APPLICATION FOCUSING ON KEY CONTEXTS WHERE LANGUAGE BARRIERS ARE MOST ACUTE:

- HOSPITAL EMERGENCY SERVICES
- AMBULANCE SERVICES AND FAST RESCUE TEAMS
- DOCTORS ON STANDBY

WHERE DO COMMUNICATION BARRIERS OCCUR MOST?

NEEDS ANALYSIS CONDUCTED BY VOCAL-MEDICAL PARTNERS SHOWS THAT THE SITUATIONS WHERE HELP TO OVERCOME COMMUNICATION BARRIERS IS MOST NEEDED ARE:

- ASKING PATIENTS ABOUT THEIR MEDICAL HISTORY
- COMMUNICATION ABOUT MEDICATION
- UNDERSTANDING PATIENTS' EMOTIONAL STATE
- COMMUNICATION ABOUT CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS CONCERNS


PLEASE TRY TO STAY CALM, THE DOCTOR IS COMING.

316 x 35 to 526 x 220